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Causatives 
 

Read the situations and complete sentences using the words in the brackets. 

1. We need to organize the tour.  [have/a tour agency/ organize] A1 

 We’ll ……have a tour agency organize the tour. 

2. Our hotel room is very dirty. [have/clean] A3 

We should …. have our hotel room cleaned. 

3. I need a cup of coffee. [have/room service/send] B1 

I’ll … have the room service send a cup of coffee. 

4. This room is a mess! [have/the maid/tidy] A4 

I’ve……… had the maid tidy this room. 

5. The old museum needs a renovation. [have/renovate] B2 

The mayor will… have the old museum renovated. 

6. They want to learn the historic background of this building. [get/a tour guide/tell] A3 

They should ……… get a tour guide to tell (them) the historic background of this building. 

7. The taxi driver doesn’t want to go to that district where there is an ancient temple. [get/ the taxi 

driver/go] B3 

John will …… get the taxi driver to go to that district. 

8. Jane needs a reservation in the restaurant tonight. [have / the concierge / book a table] A6 

Jane will ……… have the concierge book a table in the restaurant tonight. 

9. We can’t decide where to visit in the city. [have / the concierge / advise] B6 

We’ll …… have the concierge advise us to decide where to visit in the city. 

10. My luggage is really heavy. [have / the porter / carry] B5 

I’ll ……… have the porter carry my luggage. 

11. The antique building should be restored. [get/restore] A2 

The mayor will ……… get the antique building restored. 

12. The streets are full of rubbish because of the tourists. [get/sweep] B2 

The mayor will ……… get the streets swept. 

Answer Key 


